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Consumers are empowered
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Experiences transcend tangible products
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The pandemic changes consumer behavior forever
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Data deprecation shakes marketing’s foundation

Source: “Get Your Data Deprecation Plan Together” Forrester report.
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Marketers win in customers’ 
moments.
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1 : Moment

Modern Engagement

Discover

Explore

Buy

Use

Ask

Engage
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Customers’ moments traverse the customer lifecycle
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The nexus of market trends and 
moments is Data. 
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Data builds customer profiles
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Data connects customer journeys

Source: “The Seven Top Questions About Journey Analytics” Forrester report 
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Data powers personalization and reach

Source: “Use Personalization To Drive Loyalty And Customer Obsession” Forrester report 
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It’s time to rethink the role of data 
in consumer engagement.
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Reorient around first-party data.1



Inventory the types 
and sources of 
customer data.

Source: “There’s No Personalization Without Content Intelligence” Forrester report.



Expect massive 
changes in the 
breadth and 
velocity of data.



Create data and 
make it work 
harder.
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to use cases and 
plan adoption over 
time.
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Create a mutual exchange of value.2



Engage with a 
value creation 
mindset.

Source: “Value For Customers: The Four Dimensions That Matter” Forrester report
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The pillars of valuable consumer engagement

Transparency

• Clear explanations of 
what data you collect 
and how you use it

• Privacy experiences 
that are “human 
understandable”

• Responsiveness 
when customers 
request information

Meaningful Choice

• Options for data 
collection that 
include progressive 
capture

• Data minimization 
without breaking the 
experience

• Allowing opt-down vs 
nuclear opt-out

Fair Value Exchange

• Recognize that 
“value” has different 
meanings

• Ensure the trade off 
of data to value is 
balanced and fair

• Pass the
“reasonable 
expectation” test with 
each new use of 
data



Align with a  
sliding scale of 
relationship 
intimacy.
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Targeting and 

personalization

Individualized

Microtargeted

Segment-based

• Real-time
• Predictive

• Triggered
• Reactive

• Campaigns
• Outbound



Don’t wait to turn 
value and consent 
into an 
opportunity.

Audit your exposure

Rewrite your data strategy 
with a consumer-first lens

Start benchmarking and 
testing now



Customer obsessed 
moments powered by  
data pay off.
Customers who believed that a business 
solved their problems quickly were:

More likely to stay 
with the business.

More likely to 
spend more with  
the business.

More likely to 
recommend the 
business to 
others.

8X

7X

8X



Thank You.

Joe Stanhope
Vice President, Principal Analyst

jstanhope@forrester.com



Experiential Personalization 

Delivers Contextualized 

Commerce

Thursday, September 16, 2021



The Challenges of Our Changing Landscape

Privacy Regulation (GDPR and CCPA) are putting pressure on the sale and resale of data 

• Building a data asset without cookies and 3rd party data

Personalization Options are compromised at every turn

• Awareness controlled by walled gardens 

• Conversion and Attribution Challenges 

• Alternatives to walled gardens struggle to deliver meaningful attribtuion

• Increased Awareness outside of the gardens? 

How do you align content with interest, motivation, and intent?  

• Without such insight what is the impact on the consumer’s brand/shopping experience?
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How do brands shrink the digital 

shopping aisle?



Answer: Experiential Personalization

The utilization of factual, deductive first-party data to qualify 

contextual sentiment, interest, and motivation, enabling brands to 

serve carefully suitable marketing communications which direct a 

consumer to a personalized experience based on their indicated 

contextual intent. 

14/09/2021 3radical confidential 4



Maximize Your Defined Outcomes

Experiential Personalization maximizes 

the outcomes that matter to you in a 

post cookie world by identifying in-the-

moment marketing opportunities across 

personalized, programmatic investment 

in a privacy and publisher friendly way.
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Sales

Video Views Clicks

Downloads Views

Hover

Site Conversion

Your Defined 

Outcome



Align Interest, Motivation, and Intent with Delivered Experiences

By combining 3radical’s audience 

engagement solutions with contextually-

aligned audiences, we provide best-in-

class experience and monetization 

strategies that drive revenue outcomes.
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100% GDPR/CCPA Compliant

Privacy-first Setting 

100% CookieLESS



Contextual Partner Categories   

Publishers

Personalization 
Engines

Content 
Market 
Places

Traditional Digital 
Advertising/Social 

Contextual 
Engines
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How did we shrink the aisle for Giving Assistant
Tom Galido, CEO, Giving Assistant



New Commerce: Data Shrinks the Digital Shopping Aisle

Giving Assistant Engagement Goals

• Pay for the traffic that is meaningful

• Powerful segmentation to build 
customer development strategies

• Compliant data capture at scale for 
brands

• Cookie-Less execution
Data Capture & Profiling Personalization & Conversion

Closed Loop Purchase & Event Feedback



Compliantly Acquire Customer Insights

80% less than search advertising   • 60% less than email lists   • 50% less than display advertising
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• Search - (CPC: $2.69,; Conversion: 3.8%; Target: 4000 conversions)

• Email - Cost per Email: $0.20; Open rate: 42.5%; CTR: 8.41%; Conversion 14.7%; Target 4000 conversions

• Display - (CTR: 0.46%; Conversion: 2.4%; CPM: $3.12, Target: 4000 conversions)

Data acquisition model will efficiently increase customer data capture, 

extend reach, and deliver a broader set of customer insights.



Smarter Loops. Better Results.
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How to differentiate experiences: Align data and personalization
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Explicit Measurement of Experiential Personalization



Why Experiential Personalization Works

Experiences are more frequently aligned with interest and motivational indicators

• Provides for richer relationships with detailed attribution by channel, content, and source

• Algin content with outcome goals, even when the call to action is a soft and subtle approach

Time and Consideration are accommodated

• Enable product placement to be front and center, aligned with consumer’s experiential expectations

• Measurable impact on time-to-value 

Earned Data does matter when personalization and context are at the center of your customer

• Increased data and audience development

• Significant predictive value when data comes directly from consumer via value exchange/earned approach
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Q&A:
Please submit your questions in the in the lower right 

hand of the webinar app screen and send to “Organizer”.




